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HAY can be better than the meadow from which it is cut. A 
clean, thick, productive meadow is the foundation for high 
quality hay. But, from the finest of meadows may come low 
grade hay. To gain maximum feeding values and to avoid losses, 
any hay crop must be cut on time and properly cured and stored. 

Feeding values of home grown forages may be increased without cash outlays 
if the known facts about time of cutting and methods of curing be observed. 

TIME OF CUTI'ING 

The stage at which a hay crop is cut affects the yield of hay, its compo-
sition and digestibility, the ease of curing, the amount of new growth after 
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Similar critical studies have been 

cutting, and the per
m nence of the stand. 
The effects of time of 
cutting on yield, per
centage and amount of 
protein in the hay from 
our common forage 
crops, are illustrated by 
the data obtained from 
cutting medium red, 
mammoth, and alsike 
clovers at intervals of 
one week (Figs. 1, 2, 

and 3). * These trends 
in yields and protein 
contents of the clovers 
have been studied also 

made in Ohio with alfalfa 

*Figures from Willard, C. ]., Cutler, J. S., and McLaughlin, J. B.-"The Time of Cutting 
the True Clovers," Ohio Ag!. Exp. Sta. Bimonthly Bulletin No. 167 (March-April, 1934) pgs. 
39-43. 
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All the common Ohio hay crops (except soybeans) react similarly. The 
protein content declines rapidly from the bud or heading out stages to full 
bloom, and more slowly from full bloom until maturity of seed (Fig. I). 
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The yields of hay per 
acre increase rapidly 
during heading and 
early blooming, then 
remain fairly constant 
during and just after 
blooming, but start to 
decline when leaves be
gin to drop off and 
losses by leaching and 
insects occur (Fig. 2) . 

Because the percent
ages of protein decrease 
rapidly while yields of 
hay are increasing 
slowly, the maximum 
yield of protein is usu

ally reached one to two weeks prior to the maximum yield of hay (Fig. 3). 
ADVANTAGES OF EARLY CuTTING.-For largest feeding values from an 

acre, these hays should be cut just before or at the time of maximum yield 
of protein. Cutting at 
such times favors the 1oo 

yield of a second trop 111 
600 

of hay, pasture, or seed 
0 

and, with the possible 500 
exception of timothy in z 
southern Ohio, there is 4'lO 

no reduction in the :1 

productive ability of the 300 

meadows in later years. o 
Fewer leaves are lost :zoo 
by shattering in curing a. 

100 
early-cut hay than in 
curing late-cut hay. 
Later cuttings not only 
result in actual losses of 
protein, but the hay be
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comes less palatable and more difficult to digest. Declines in feeding value 
are even more rapid than declines in protein content would indicate. 

Too high moisture content is often cited as a reason for not cutting hays 
as early as the greatest yields of protein occur. However, where uncut alfalfa 
contained 83 per cent of water on May 30, it had 76 per cent on June 20. 
This slightly lower moisture content means only 2 to 4 hours less of curing. 
Making the windrows smaller than usual will generally overcome this slight 
handicap in the curing of early-cut hay. 
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STAGES AND DATES FOR CurrING 

The studies in Ohio lead to the following recommendations as to the 
normal dates and stages at which the principal hay crops should be cut in 
order to obtain maximum feeding values. In dry seasons, the first cuttings of 
clovers and alfalfa may be made earlier, in wet seasons later than the sug
gested dates. 

MEDIUM RED CLOVER.-Cutting of medium red clover should start at 
the half bloom stage and be completed by full bloom. These suggested stages 

Southern Ohio ..... June 3-10 
Central Ohio ..... June 6-13 
Northern Ohio .... June 9-16 

and dates for cutting are distinctly earlier 
than the usual procedure of cutting when 
the heads start to turn brown. Cutting 
at the stages here recommended also in
creases the chances of a second crop 
being profitable for hay, pasture, soil 

improvement, or seed. Nearly twice as much seed is obtained from the second 
growth, if the first crop be removed before or at full bloom rather than later. 

MAMMOTH RED CLOVER.-Cutting of mammoth red clover should also 
start at the half bloom stage and be completed by full bloom. These stages 

Southern Ohio .... June 15-22 
Central Ohio ..... June 18-25 
Northern Ohio ... June 21-28 

of development are reached Io to 14. 
days later than with medium red clover. 
Bec,rnse of this later development, mam
moth red clover is higher in percentage 
of protein than medium red clover on 
any given date (see Fig. 1). 

ALsIKE CLOVER.-Alsike clover does not possess as well defined a stage 
for cutting as do the red clovers, for under moist conditions it has the habit 

Southern Ohio .... June 3-15 
Central Ohio ...... June 6-18 
Northern Ohio .... June 9-21 

of continued growth. While alsike 
reaches maximum production nearly ~s 
late as mammoth, yet, since this clover 
lodges more readily than the red clovers, 
it is advisable to cut it at about the same 
dates as suggested for medium red clover. 

TIMOTHY.-Maximum yields of timothy hay are reached just after the 
completion of blooming, but maximum yields of protein occur during the fully 

Southern Ohio .... June 14-25 
Central Ohio ..... June 17-30 
Northern Ohio .June 20-July 5 

headed to early bloom stages. Delaying 
the cutting until blooming has been 
completed results in at least a 2 per cent 
lower protein percentage and a I 5 to 
20 per cent loss in total yield of protein 
per acre. Also when timothy is cut early, 

the aftermath or second crop is greater. In northern Ohio, early cutting of 
timothy has shown no weakening or thinning effects on the sods; the early cut 
areas have maintained sods as thick and as vigorous as those areas cut at the 
late stages. No critical evidence is yet available on this point for southern 
Ohio. Extreme1¥ early cutting may eventually lead to a weakened stand of 
timothy in that part of the state. 



lVIrxED HAYs.-l\,1ixtures contammg one-third or more of the clovers 
or alfalfa should be cut at the stages suggested for the clovers or alfalfa. The 
lower the legume percentage, the more the cutting should be delayed toward 
the optimum time for cutting timothy. 

ALFALFA.-For most of Ohio, the evidence clearly favors three cuttings 
of alfalfa per season. Four cuttings may be desirable: (I) on the rich bottom 
lands of southern Ohio, and (2) where the stand is surely to be plowed before 
the next season. In extreme northeastern Ohio, two cuttings may be prefer
able in years of short growth or where the third cutting would have to be 
made much after September I. 

Cutting of alfalfa should rarely start before blooming begins, but be well 
under way at the half bloom stage and completed by full bloom. This rule is 
not fully satisfactory in Ohio, as partial failure to bloom is frequent. 

These dates for cutting alfalfa take into account yield and quality of the 
hay, and permanence of the stands.* Weather, soil conditions, and elevation 
may necessitate slight variations. 

Cut Alfalfa and lllfalfa-Gtass Mixtures by This Calendar 

Section of Ohio 
First Second Third Fourth 

Cutting Cutting Cutting Cutting 

Southern third- May 28 to June 28 to Aug. 3-10 Sept. 8-15 
Ist and 2nd "bottoms" .... June 4 July 5 

Southern third-uplands .... June3-10 July 20-27 Sept. 3-1 5 
Central third ............. June 7-14 July 20-27 Sept. 3-10 
Northwest . . . . . . ........ June 7-14 July 20-27 Sept. l-7 
Northeast ... '.'." ...... ' June9-16 July 20-27 Sept. l-7 

The suggested dates for the second cutting are late enough to avoid most 
leafhopper damage to the new third growth. The second cutting should be 
made earlier than these dates only if heavy rains occur that would encourage 
a vigorous third growth, or if the second growth is heavy, not stunted, but 
starting to "yellow." 

The final cutting of alfalfa should be made by the latest date indicated 
in September, so that there will be abundant opportunity before winter for the 
alfalfa plants to store food in their roots. Later cuttings may result in seriously 
weakened stands. 

SoYBEANs.-Soybeans differ from the other common hay crops in three 
respects: (I) The pods and seeds may account for as much as 25 to 40 per 
cent of the total weight of the hay; ( 2) the percentage of protein increases, 
rather than decreases, in the plant as a whole from just after full bloom until 
the leaves start to drop; the high protein content of the seed accounts for this 
increase; (3) soybeans become more, rather than less, difficult to cure for hay 
as they advance in maturity. 

* Detailed data and diagrams on the time of cutting alfalfa in Ohio may be found in: 
Lewis, R. D., Slipher, J. A., and Willard, C. ]. "Alfalfa in Ohio Farming"-Agricultural 

Extension Service, Ohio State University, Bulletin 137, pages 18-19 (Revised March, 1935). 
Willard, C. ]., Thatcher, L. E., and Cutler, J. S. "Alfalfa in Ohio"-Ohio Agricultural 

Experiment Station Bulletin 540, pages 82-128 (1934). 
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The greatest yields of hay and of protein per acre are not reached until 
the soybean seeds in the pods are three-fourths grown and the upper leaves are 

Northern Ohio .... Aug. 20-Sept. I 

Southern Ohio .... Aug. 20-Sept. Io 

starting to turn brown or yellow. 
However, the larger the seed, the 
longer it takes to cure the hay. 
Also, the later the cutting is de-
layed into September the less fav

orable the weather for curing. Because of these curing difficulties, harvests 
should not be delayed much after September first. If early maturing varieties 
are planted early on well prepared seedbeds, nearly maximum yields of hay 
and protein will be reached by the suggested dates. 

CUTTING THE HAY 

For all types of hay, it is important to have the mower sharp and in good 
adjustment so that long stubble is not left on the field. In addition to the 
loss in the current crop, such stubble will be cut with the next crop and appear 
in it as foreign material. The most common defects in mowers are: ( I) 
worn guard plates, ( 2) worn clips and wearing plates, ( 3) cutter bar out of 
line, ( 4) guards out of line, and ( 5) knives not centering or registering. 
There is no reason for setting the mowing machine to cut a high stubble with 
the common hay crops. Second-year sweet clover is a possible exception. 

Whether hay is cut in the morning or afternoon is merely a matter of 
choice in field management. The moisture content of the uncut forage sel
dom varies more than 3 per cent between early morning and mid-afternoon, 
and the difference is usually much less. This small difference is of no appreci
able importance in curing the hay. Even cutting before the dew is off does not 
ordinarily delay curing later than cutting on the same day after the dew is off. 
However, since hay cut with the dew on cures less evenly than that cut later in 
the day, it is advisable to wait till the dew has dried off before cutting excep
tionally heavy forage. 

CURING THE HAY 

Speed and economy are the watchwords in the hay field. Careful plan
ning is essential in order to take full advantage of all weather in which hay 
curing is possible. 

SAVE THE LEAVEs.-Making hay containing a high proportion of leaves 
is at once the most difficult and most important problem in haymaking. The 

TABLE !.-PERCENTAGES OF PROTEIN IN LEAVES 

Crop 

Alfalfa ..... 
Red clover ... 
Alsike clover .. 

Soybeans 

AND STEMS 

Leaves 

23.4 

19.3 
20.7 
I9.8 

Stems 

I 2.2 

8.1 

9.5 
IO.I 

leaves make up 35 to 55 per cent 
of the total hay, but since the per-
centage of protein in the leaves is 
about twice that in the stems 
(Table 1), from 60 to 75 per 
cent of the total protein in the hay 
is in the leaves. Moreover, the 
proteins in the leaves are of higher 
digestibility than those in the stems, 

and the leaves are higher in all the mineral elements, especially calcium. 
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SWATH, CocK, OR WINDRow?-Curing entirely in the swath leads to 
severe bleaching, uneven curing, a heavy loss of leaves in curing and in loading, 
and serious losses from leaching in tbe event of rain. Cocks have only a limited 
place in Ohio in curing any hay except soybeans. Placing hay in the cock is 
primarily a method of avoiding damage and maintaining the hay in its present 
condition, rather than a method of curing. Some skillful haymakers put hay 
in cocks to prevent it from becoming too brittle before they have an opportu
nity to load it. Slow curing hays may be placed in the cock when weather 
damage threatens, and spread out again when favorable conditions appear. 
Merely piling hay in cocks and leaving it until it is hauled will make good hay 
only by accident. Curing in small windrows is speedier, more economical, and, 
if properly done, will result in more high-grade hay than any other method. 

CURING PROCEDUREs.-Hay is best cut in the morning, or very late in 
the afternoon so that it wilts only slightly before night. Dews will bleach 
wilted hays left in the swath overnight. The hay should be raked in small 
windrows as soon as it is well wilted, but before any leaves are brittle. Hay 
cut in the morning is normally ready to be put in the windrow the same day. 
The side-delivery rake is the haymaker's best aid to speedy curing. A dump 
rake does not lift all the hay from the ground. Making small windrows with 
it is possible but laborious. In the small, light windrows made by the side
delivery rake, hay will cure nearly or quite as rapidly, but more evenly, than 
in the swath. 

On the following morning, the rake may be used to turn the windrows 
over as soon as the top and sides are thoroughly dried. Second and third 
cutting hays may often, and .first cutting occasionally, be stored the second 
afternoon. When heavy hay is not dry enough to store this second day, the 
windrows may be turned again the morning of the third day to speed the 
drying. 

When hay in the windrow is rained on, the top of the windrow is per
mitted to dry, and then the windrow is turned upside down with the rake. 
Only about one-fifth as much rain reaches the same amount of hay in the 
windrow as when it is in the swath. Not only do windrows expose less sur
face than swaths to sun, dews, and rains, but drying air has more opportunity 
to move through hay in windrows loosened up by the rake than through hay 
in the swath after it has been beaten to the ground by rain. 

CURING SOYBEAN HAY.-These suggestions also apply to soybeans which 
are cut in good curing weather and in which the beans have not yet become 
of appreciable size in the pods. After the beans in the pods are more than 
one-third grown, they are very slow to cure, even slower than the large 
stems, which also make soybeans cure more slowly than alfafla or clover. 
Soybean hay containing large beans is perhaps best placed in tall cocks after 
as much curing in the swath and windrow as weather permits. 

When shocking soybean hay, southern practice is to shock on frames or 
poles which keep the bulk of the hay off the ground and hence prevent its 
spoiling from below. This is laborious, but may occasionally be worth doing 
in this state. 
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Another method of curing soybean hay contammg large beans is to 
leave it in the swath until cured, which may require a week or more. It is 
then raked while the dew is on, in order to avoid losing the leaves. This 
method leads to serious losses by both leaching and dropping of leaves if much 
rain comes during curing. Losses of at least IO per cent by leaching alone 
were indicated in preliminary tests. 

Soybean hay has also been cut with a grain binder and shocked in small 
narrow shocks, but except in dry seasons Ohio experience does not favor this 
method. The bundles should be tied very loosely. 

WHEN Is HAY CURED ENOUGH TO Pur IN?-Experiments have shown 
that hay can be put into the ordinary mow at 25 to 30 per cent of moisture 
without losing its green color. When the hay contains 30 to 40 per cent of 
moisture, it heats enough to produce "brown" hay of various shades. Above 
40 per cent of moisture serious spoilage usually results. Unfortunately there 
is no rapid test for moisture in hay. Observation, trained by experience, is 
the only guide to the moisture content of hay in the .field. The quality of 
much hay is injured by overcuring in an attempt to avoid the dangers of un
dercuring. Hay that is too dry is also harsh, less palatable, and loses more of 
its leaves both as it is put in and during baling or other later handling, than 
hay that is put in a little tough. Hay in which all the stems are brittle is too 
dry for best storage. 

In actual haymaking operations, situations frequently arise in which the 
hay is not quite sufficiently cured, but a shower is impending. The question is 
whether to put in hay which will probably heat, or to leave it out to be dam
aged by rain. While the heating which produces brown hay represents a loss 
in feeding value, this loss is usually not as great as those resulting from weather 
damage. There is a considerable range in moisture content in which heating 
occurs, but in which the danger of spontaneous combustion is slight. Green 
color and vitamin "A" will be destroyed above 122° F. 

Hay in small windrows can best be loaded by a web type loader. This 
does not cause as large a loss of leaves in handling as does pitching the same 
hay by hand. The push-arm or "kicker" type of loader, widely used for 
timothy, is unsuited for handling legume hay, because it threshes the leaves 
so badly. 

STORING THE HAY 

Even hay that has been adequately cured in the .field may be partially 
damaged by careless methods of stacking or mowing. Careful separation and 
distribution of each fork or sling load greatly lessen the danger of browning. 
Browning and burning occur most frequently through the center of deep 
mows where heavy pressures are developed by dropping the hay from the peak 
of the roof. 

To shorten the distance that hay falls and thereby to reduce the pressures 
developed in the mow, several devices are used. Where barn construction 
will permit, some types of elevating and carrier equipment may be arranged 
to release the hay nearer the level of the mow rather than from the peak of 
the roof. A /\-shaped ventilator is sometimes built up from the mow floor. 
The fall of the hay may be broken and its even distribution aided by dropping 
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the hay onto one or two poles raised a few feet above the level of the hay in 
the mow. 

SPONTANEOUS COMBUSTION.-Hays bearing external moisture from rain 
or dew tend to develop higher temperatures m storage than those with a simi
lar amount of natural moisture only. Also, mows that contain different lots 
of hay varying in rn01sture content are far more apt to heat dangerously than 
mows with a higher but uniform moisture content. The more variable the 
moisture content of the different lots of hay in a mow, the greater the likeli
hood that the right combinations of oxygen, moisture, and temperature will 
occur to start spontaneous combustion. 

Whether or not to move hay that appears to be heating dangerously 
depends on the stage of heating. Such hay may be safely moved before the 
critical temperatures of 175° to r95°F. develop. Above those temperatures 
mere exposure of the heated hay to air may result in a burst of flame. Hay 
that has heated beyond those temperatures is best left undisturbed. Many a 
farmer has found charred hay in the center of his mow or stack, which would 
have burned if air had reached it at the time of heating. 

SALTING HAY.-There may be a few cases where excessive salting will 
reduce fermentation and molding, but the evidence indicates that ordinary 
salting of hay does no more than add seasoning that is relished by livestock. 
More than ro to 20 pounds of salt per ton of hay may be excessive for live
stock feeding. Such a small amount can rarely prevent spoilage. 

STORING CHOPPED HA y 

Two to three tons of hay that have been chopped and blown into a mow 
will occupy no more space than one ton of long hay. However, higher tem
peratures will develop in the chopped hay than in long hay of the same mois
ture content. Hence, hay that is to be chopped and stored in the average 
barn should be drier than long hay that is safe to put into mows. The sup
ports of a mow into which chopped hay is to be stored should be reinforced to 
carry the extra weight per unit of volume. 

BALING THE HAY 

To save the leaves and to avoid bales with "stemmy" surfaces, it is 
advantageous to bale stored hay on damp days. The most favored time to 
bale is just as the hay is "coming out of the sweat" (ordinarily 2 5 to 35 days 
after it has been placed in the mow). At such a time, properly cured hay is 
"soft" and has clinging leaves. 

Handling costs might be reduced on large acreages of hay, 1f baling 
directly from the windrow were practical. However, to be field baled, hay 
must be decidedly drier (probably as low as 22 per cent moisture) than to be 
placed safely in a mow. Hay baled in the field is apt to mold unless it is 
unusually dry and the bales are loosely stacked on edge during the curing 
penod. Because of the humid climate, field baling can seldom be successfully 
used in Ohio except as a supplement to other methods on large acreages. 
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